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I mainly want to discuss three  extended examples of computer-based  instruction at  the 
university level  on  which I have worked  for many years with  my colleagues. I shall try  to 
illustrate in some detail, how  we have used, and also how  we have been limited in  our use, 
of artificial intelligence in constructing  the courses. The  three courses are  Introduction to 
Logic, Axiomatic Set Theory, and our current project, Differential and Integral Calculus. 
Before turning  to  the details of these  three courses, I want first to make some general 
remarks about artificial intelligence in higher education. A general distinction that I 
think is useful  is between hard and soft artificial intelligence. Since these terms  are  not 
standard, let me explain what I mean. 

Hard artijîcid  intelligence. By “hard” artificial intelligence I mean the kind of work 
in artificial intelligence that has back of it well developed formal theories, usually theories 
that have a considerable mathematical development. Examples  important for education 
that I have in mind are: 

Natural language processing by computer, 

Smart parsers and grammatical diagnosis, 

Interactive  theorem provers and symbolic computation  systems, 

Digital speech production  and recognition. 

There is another  important  feature of these examples relevant especially to  their use in 
education. That is that they  depend upon no deep or general theory of the mind.  There 
is no developed  psychology underlying their  theoretical  formulation, or  following as a 
consequence of their  theoretical elaboration. 

Soft artificial  intelligence. As typical examples of soft artificial intelligence I would 
list the following: 

Mental models of students working problems, 

Psycholinguistic theories of human language processing, 

Theories of intelligent computer-assisted instruction, 

Construction of tutorials, 

Uses of expert problem solving. 

All of these examples represent important  and significant topics  but they are all unified 
in lacking back of them a developed and elaborate  formal theory, in contrast to  the 
examples of hard artificiá1 intelligence. This very lack of developed theory argues strongly 
that success in applying and developing these examples of soft artificial intelligence will 
necessarily move  slower. It seems to me that this is supported by the current evidence. 
For exa*mple, formal and  maihematical theories of grammar and parsing are now applied 
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extensively not only in the  educational use but  in  the general use of computers. In 
contrast, the  important psychological subject of human  language processing, the focus of 
endless empirical  investigations  in the past  thirty or forty years, is still  lacking  a workable 
theory with rich potential for application.  Another  example is the  the development of 
symbolic calculation, which has  standing back of it a long and  deep mathematical  tradition 
reaching back into  the  nineteenth century,  in  contrast to studies of expert problem solving 
which  is quite a recent subject  and as  yet scarcely has even one  current  theory of any 
depth  and  detail.  This is not  meant to imply in any sense that systems of symbolic 
calculation are more important  than systems  built to use knowledge of expert problem 
solving. It is just a statement of the current  empirical  situation. 

The point of these  remarks is that  the  three courses I shall talk  about make much 
more extensive use of hard  than of soft artificial intelligence. For reasons stated, I think 
at this  early  stage of development,  this is the right choice of emphasis. 

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC 

I report  here on work with colleagues at Stanford which began as long ago as  1963 and 
has continued in essentially uninterrupted fashion for these  many  years. In  the beginning, 
we experimented  with the teaching of the most elementary parts of logic to students in 
elementary school, i.e., students  in  the age range of six to twelve years. We conducted in 
1972 an extensive  experiment with middle-school students of age approximately 13 years, 
and then began in that same  year the extensive  experience of running, as a  standard 
part of the curriculum,  Introduction to Logic at Stanford University. The course has 
been offered three  terms a year, that is, every regular term  during  the academic year, 
continuously since 1972. Here are some of the principal  features of the course. The 
enrollments have ranged from about 25 to 100 students  a  term  with  the enrollments in 
the last few years being smaller  because of various changes in  distribution requirements 
and the  more  extensive use of computers  throughout the university,  thereby decreasing 
the novelty of the course, and for other reasons that  are probably hard  to identify but 
have to do with the current student emphases. Each student has on average about 70 
hours of connect time  with  an  additional 20 hours spent on the honors parts of the course. 
It is to  be emphasized that  this mean value of 70 hours is one with  a very large  standard 
deviation. The fastest student has  completed the course in well under 40 hours and the 
slowest has taken more than 160 hours. 

The course is continually  evaluated as part of a process at Stanford of evaluating all 
undergraduake courses with an enrollment of above twenty  or so students.  Students have 
responded in writing that what  they found most attractive  about  the course is that it 
is self-paced, meaning that each student can show up without  any  synchronization with 
other  students.  There  are no regular  lectures or quiz sections. Students ca4n essentially 
come and go as they please, subject to meeting  certain deadlines. Secondly, the course 
is highly individualized.  Each student can work and provide individual  solutions  to  the 
exercises and is presented with  a  number of choices as to  the work to  be done. In the 
early years, I think the  strong  contrast with the  standard  lecture courses was a significant 
reason students  often chose the course. That is  less a reason now on a campus that is as 
computer-saturated as the  Stanford one. 

The  three courses I am talking  about all have the  important  feature  that rich use 
can be made of a  computer’s  capability of analyzing complex answers in  mathematical 
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domains. Thus only insignificant parts of any of the courses are concerned with multiple- 
choice or unique answers. It is  obvious that  the precise evaluation of a  mathematical 
proof or a logically valid argument is at a very much more advanced stage  currently than 
the evaluation of essay-style answers given  by students  to general questions in history, 
philosophy or literature.  This is an important reason in my judgment why the deep 
and extensive use of computers for teaching mathematical  and scientific disciplines is the 
important general possibility in  the near future. 

More particularly, the exercises in the  Introduction  to Logic course are of the following 
types.  First,  students are asked to give natural deduction derivations. They are free to 
give any derivation within the framework of the rules of inference presented to them. 
Secondly, they are assigned the equally important  task of giving interpretations to prove 
that a given argument is invalid. In ordinary classroom teaching  interpretations  are 
usually given at a very informal level. In the case of giving interpretations  in  a  computer 
framework we require the  student  to prove that his interpretation is correct. This is done 
by providing him  apparatus within elementary arithmetic for giving such proofs. This is 
in order to avoid any  intervention of evaluation of the correctness of the interpretations 
by teaching assistants, but  it also has the  virtue of making the  student  understand more 
thoroughly than is ordinarily the case that  an  interpretation,  just as much  as a derivation, 
requires a formal argument. 

The exercises I like best  are those called finding axioms. I cannot resist an anecdote 
about the reasons for introducing these exercises. In the earlier experience in teaching 
logic  by computer to  students in schools, we found that  students became very good at 
derivations but when asked to organize a  subject  in  terms of fundamental assumptions 
or axioms, they were completely perplexed as to how to approach the task. We adopted 
a computer version, so to speak,, of the famous R.L. Moore method of teaching. (Moore 
was a well-known American topologist who taught  at  the University of Texas. He was 
famous for his teaching  method of mainly asking students  to organize a  subject  in  terms of 
axioms and a sequence of theorems. His task was to present only the  unstructured list of 
statements.) It is easy to implement such a  method  in  a  computer framework. A typical 
example would be a  presentation of fifteen elementary  statements  about the geometrical 
relation of betweenness among three points. Students are asked to select no more than five 
of the  statements as axioms and to prove the rest as theorems. What  is*particularly nice 
about the computer  application of such exercises is moving to  the computer the  tedium 
of checking in  detail the individual proofs  given by students. Over the years we have also 
been surprised by some of the unexpected solutions found by students. 

The final class of exercises students  encounter  in  the logic course are mini-theories 
whi’ch they can select as  part of their honors work. The theories that we have mainly 
used  over the years are  the following  two.  Most frequently chosen is a theory of qualitative 
probability which  is constructed  in  terms of the  qualitative notion of one event being at 
least as  probable  as  another. The second  is elementary  parts of the theory of individual 
values and social choice, with  an emphasis on the formal theory of social decision proce- 
dures as reflected in‘ majority  and  other voting procedures. In the case of both of these 
theories, and also some work sometimes offered in  elementary theories of measurement, 
the main task of the  student is to prove a sequence of elementary theorems that  are  part 
of the theory, but some intuitive  understanding of the theory is required in order to have 
a reasonable approach to proving the theorems. 
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Table l .  Data on choice of computer course vs. lecture course in logic, 1980-1985. 

Computer  course Lecture course Computer course Lecture course 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment 

89 24 106 16 
103 14 119 18 

1980-81  69  9  1983-84 105 19 

1981-82  74 18 1984-85 85 12 
101 21 103 11 
109  19  127  14 

1982-83  73 20 
99  25 
115 22 

Finally, I stress once again that  the systematic  instruction is entirely at computer 
terminals. Students do  not  have a textbook.  They  are only given some outline notes for 
reference. All of the  explanatory  material as  well as exercises are given to  the  students 
by the computer  program. So there  are no lectures or quiz sections, but I also stress that 
teaching  assistants are  important. Teaching assistants  are  there to answer questions and 
to help with administration  or  the variety of questions students  like to ask about  a course. 
Perhaps at some point  in the  future we will have a computer  program  smart enough to 
handle  all  the questions the teaching  assistants answer, but  it is doubtful that anything of 
that sort will be achievable in  the near  future.  What is important is that all the regular 
instruction  and  the evaluation of student performance is done by the computer program. 

There  are two analyses of data I want to present on the logic course, from a very large 
body of data we have collected over a period of many years. The first concerns the  natural 
question, do the  students prefer a  computer-based course in logic to  a  lecture course, or 
vice-versa. For fifteen consecutive  terms from 1980 to 1985, both  the computer course and 
lecture course were offered every term for the  standard  three  terms of each academic year 
at Stanford. The  data on the  student enrollment in the computer course and the lecture 
course for each term  are shown in  Table 1. The average ratio in favor of the computer 
course is more than 4 to 1. The  students were in no sense forced to take  the computer 
course but could freely choose each term. 

Modality Expenment.  We also conducted  an  extensive  experiment on whether stu- 
dents preferred auditory or visual  presentations of explanatory text. Without  attempting 
a completely detailed  description of the experiment,  there  are a. number of important 
features to be  stressed. First, the exercises remained purely visual for everyone, so that 
when a student was presented  a problem of giving a logical derivation, the presentation 
was visual not auditory.  Second, students could  choose not once but on every occasion  on 
which they signed on to  the computer  system? i.e., every session, whether  they preferred 
auditory or visual expositions of new materials. The content of the auditory  and visual 
messages was identical. Fourth,  either  the auditory or visual messages  could be repeated 
upon  student  request.  Fifth,  students were initially forced to  try  both modalities so they 
would have some experience  with  each. 
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Table 2. Bata on  choice of audio for one  term. 

Percent of Number  Percent of Number 
a,udio usage of students  audio usage of students 
o- 10 23 60-70 3 
10-20 5 70-80 2 
20-30 -2 80-90 10 
30-60 6 90-100 27 

In brief terms the results were roughly as  follows. Initially about 51 percent chose au- 
dio. Second, over time  in each term  there wa$ some decline in  the choice of audio. Third, 
there was individual consistency of choice over time, which led to a bimodal distribution. 
These  bimodal  distributions achieved in  a number of terms  are particularly  interesting. 
In the  data for one term, presented in Table 2, the percentage of audio usage is shown in 
deciles. The bimodal distribution is quite  striking, with the first  and  last deciles domi- 
nating the distribution. (It is my own experience that such strong bimodal distributions 
are very unusual in behavioral data on  choice.) The conclusion from the experiment is 
rather clear. The choice of audio or visual mode of presentation is a very strong  and con- 
sistent  individual difference. Note that what  this argues for in computer-based courses 
is an  emphasis on preference. In  contrast we were able to obtain no significant data 
on differences in achievement for the two kinds of students. The policy  conclusion from 
this  experiment is that we should pay more attention  to preferences than we have in the 
construction of computer-based courses. Details of this  experiment  are to be found in 
Laddaga, Levine, and  Suppes (1951). 

AXIOMATIC SET THEORY 

Two years later  than  the logic course, in 1974 we began teaching at Stanford as a 
purely  computer-based course, Axiomatic Set Theory, and this  has continued for every 
term through the present. The curriculum of the course is classical. It follows  closely 
the content of my textbook  (Suppes, 1960/1972), which is based on the Zermelo-Fraenkel 
axioms for set theory. Students  are given to accompany the course an abbreviated version 
of the  text  to give a sense of the  content,  but exposition is also given as part of the 
computer  program.  Chapter 1 surveys the historical background of Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory  including a discussion of the classical paradoxes discovered in naive set theory 
around 1900. Chapter 2 begins a  systematic development of fundamental concepts, such 
as that of inclusion, union and  intersection of sets, power set,  etc.  Chapter 3 develops the 
general theory of relation  and  functions.  Chapter 4 is concerned with equipollence and 
the concept of finite  and  infinite  sets.  Chapter  5 develops the  theory of cardinal numbers 
including the theory of transfinite  cardinals.  Students who are taking  a pass level go no 
further  than  Chapter 5 .  Those  continuing for an honors grade  do work in Chapter 6 on 
the theory of ordinal  numbers and  Chapter 7 on the axiom of choice and  its consequences. 

The enrollment in the set  theory course is much smaller. It is between 15 and 30 
students per  year. It also is shorter  than  the logic course. Students spend about 40 hours 
on average to reach the pass levé1 and  an  additional 20 hours to complete the honors 
work in ordinal arithmetic  and  the axiom of choice. There is, however, as emphasized in 
the case of the logic course, a high variance in the times  required to complete the course. 
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Because of the small number of students each term each student is  given an  individual set 
of theorems to prove. This consists of somewhere between 50 and 60 theorems selected 
from the organization of the course into approximately 650 theorems. 

From the  standpoint of computer implementation, the  important  and difficult aspect 
of the course has been the efficient organization of inference rules that axe practical for 
students  to use in  the context of proving non-trivial theorems in elementary set theory. 
There is a complete difference in the difficulty of the theorems students  are  expected  to 
prove in  this course in comparison with the exercises in the logic  course. In  terms of 
what is available to  the  student, as in  the case of the logic course, all the inference rules 
of a first-order natural deductive system are included, but of course, if the theorems are 
proved using only these rules of  inference it would be practically impossible because of 
the inordinate  length of the proofs.  Most important, is the ability to introduce  a prior 
theorem or definition in addition to  the axioms. As the course develops, and as is the case 
for deductively organized mathematical  subjects, the use of prior theorems becomes more 
important  than reference all the way back to  the axioms. The  students also have available 
decision rules for tantologies and for  Boolean expressions, which permits them  to avoid 
tedious arguments of a completely elementary character. Also of essential importance, 
the  students have available a resolution theorem prover that they can ask to complete: 
arguments that  are intuitively clear and that would be routine to give. It is an  important 
aspect of learning to give proofs  on the system for the student to make the correct intuitive 
judgment as to what the resolution theorem prover  will  do. In principle it is logically 
complete but  in  practice the students are given a  certain number of seconds of machine 
time-in the current version 5 seconds  on an IBM 4381-and they must learn to judge 
what can be accomplished in that time. Our practical experience is that  this amount of 
time on the IBM 4381 is  sufficient  for the ways in which we intend for students  to use 
the-resolution  theorem prover. What the  student does is to select prior theorems or prior 
lines in a proof from which the theorem prover  is to establish a given result. The theorem 
prover will not,  in  the  time allocated, ordinarily prove any of the theorems assigned to  the 
student as part of his work.  On the other hand, by  clever  use of the resolution theorem 
prover, the  student  can avoid a great deal of routine work.  Our general philosophy is that 
the strategy of a proof should be entirely the  student's problem and the  routine work 
should be as much as possible handed off to the computer. 

I summarize here some of the features of the daka we have collected over many years. 
An elaborate  summary for the earlier period is to be found in Suppes and Sheehan (1981). 
First, qualitative data on  proofs  have the following three  important  features.  The most 
important rule of inference, as might be expected upon reflection  for a very heavily ori- 
ented  deductive course of this kind, is the  introduction of a prior theorem. It is of course 
the  student's problem to select the prior theorems critical for the proof of the theorem un- 
der study. Second, there  are no determinate  patterns of inference when  proofs are summed 
across theorems and  students.  Third,  there is great variability in proofs by different stu- 
dents of the same  theorem. To illustrate this last point, in a sample of 1000  proofs of 
approximately 70 theorems the mean number of steps in the proofs was  15.0 lines, the 
average of the minimum proofs,---  we took the minimum for  each  proof and  then averaged 
them over the 70 some theorems-, was 3 .5 ,  the average maximum was  54.7 lines. The 
difference of more than an order of magnitude between the average minimum and the 
average maximum shows how great is the variability in the  student  constructed proofs. 
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As might  be expected, no variability of this  magnitude was found in the exercises of the 
logic  course  because of their greater simplicity. 

The most important  feature of the proof constructions, one that has not been studied 
in contemporary theories of  proof structures, is the kind of rapid  and intense interaction 
with the computer program the students engage in,  in  constructing the proof itself. In 
Figure 1, proof of an elementary theorem about the transitivity of set inclusion illustrates 
this kind of interaction. Student input is underlined. Notice that most of the  output 

xSETD$erive 
Theorem.  Lemma. or Formula  xTH$eorem  (Name > 0 x2.4.28 

Theorem  2.4.2. (br A,B,C)  (A S B B B C _  C + A  C_C> 
xHYP$ 

________________--__------------------------------------- - 

hYP (1) A CB and B C C 
xlSÏMP$ 
Occurrences ( 1) x51 

XDEFIBnition < Name) () xSUB$set 
(br B,C) B E C  C-* (V  x)(x -+ x E C )  I 

DO you  want to specify? (yesj x&es 
Variables (B, C)  &B, C 
Substitute for B? TB) %A$ 
Substitute for C? (C) x% 
definition subset 

( 3 )  A G B  iff ( V  x)(x E A  + x = B )  
x2,3IMPL$ies 
2  implies  using 3 

(4) ( V  x)(x E A  x S B) 
xUS$ 

( V  X)(X e A -+ X E B )  
Substitute  for x? (x )  xgx 
4 us ( 5 )  If  x e A then  x E B 

5 hyp (6) x E A 

5, 6 aa 

x5HYP$ 

x5 ,6AA$  

(7) x E B 
xl,7VER$ify (8) xx s W $  
XS E C  is not a  formula. 

(B) xx t c$ 
Using xll-tion (Name > (1 xSUB$set 
Using iîT$T 

6 ,  8 CP 
x6,8CP$ 

( 9 )  If x € A  then  x e C 
xUG$ 
Generalize xx8 
9 ug (10) (1 x)(x E A -* x = C )  

Using xOK$ 

Which  Review?  (current  context)  @current context 

xlOEST8ablish (11) xA ç C $  

xREVI$E$w 

Figure l .  Interactive proof of transltivity of set inclusion. 
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Figure 2. Review version of the proof shown in Figure l .  
comes  from the program. The aim has been to give the  student a control language that 
requires minimum input  and therefore avoids  tedious typing. Of course, this  strategy does 
not always work, for sometimes the  student must input a rakher complicated formula to 
be  proved, which cannot be referenced by appeal to prior theorems, the theorem to be 
groved, or  prior  lines in the proof. In Figure 2 we  show the ”cleaned up” version of this 
proof  which the  student c m  always automatically get,-or any initial segment of a proof- 
, by calling the review feature. Notice that in contrast to  the  interactive construction of 
the proof  shown in Figure 1, the proof  shown  in Figure 2 is understandable without any 
prior introduction to  the conventions and details of using the computer system. 

The proofs  shown in Figures 1 and 2 are of a very elementary theorem. In Figures 3 
and 4 more  difficult theorems involving the action of choice are shown.  For simplicity all 
that is  shown  axe the proofs in review form, because the interactive versions are much too 
long to exhibit. The two  proofs  shown were  given  by students. 

The proof  shown in Figure 3 is of the well-known theorem that if a set can be well- 
ordered then there exists a choice function for that set. The various abbreviations used 
in the proof are nearly self-explanatory. Note that certain theorems and definitions are 
referred to by name rather  than number. The resolution theorem prover VERIFY is  used 
twice, namely, to establish the validity of lines (12) and (23). ?VP stands for working 
premise and is  used to introduce the premise of a conditional proof (CP). 

Concerning the proof  shown  in Figure 4, it will  be  useful to recall two  definitions. A 
fa-mily of sets is a chain if and only if given  any  two sets in the family, one is a subset of 
the other. Intuitively, a property is of finite character if a set has the property when and 
only when  all its finite subsets have the property. A simple example of such a property is 
that of a relation simply ordering a set. Let R partially order A.  Then R simply orders 
A if and only if R simply orders every finite subset of A. The theorem proved in Figure 
4 is that the set of subsets of a given set  that are chains  is a set of finite character. This 
proof  itself  does  not require the axiom of choice, but is  useful in proving the well  known 
Teichmüller-Tukey  Lemma that any set of finite character has a maximal element, which 
is equivalent to  the axiom of choice. Of special interest in this proof  is the very extensive 
use of VERIFY to make routine inferences. 
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Derive : 
If R well-orders A then (E F)F ch-func A 

Abbreviations: 

Chof = [ x :  (E D,z) (x = (D,z) 8, D sub A 8 D neq O z R - f i r s t  D)) 

Th. "3 m 10.41" 
(1) CHOF: (B: B sub A 8 B neq O ]  - >A 

WP (2) B sub A and B neq O 
1 D f  . "MAP" 

(3) Func(CH0F) 8 dom(CH0F) = (B: B sub A & B neq O ]  
8 

rng(CH0F) sub A 
3 SIMP 2 

(4) Dom(CH0F) = { B :  B sub A & B neq O ]  
2 Th. "2.12.2" 

( 5 )  B i n  pow(A) 
(2,5 CP) UG 

( 6 )  ( A  B) (B sub A & B neq O - > B i n  pow(A)) 
6 Th "2.5.7" Instance : B sub A and B neq O f o r  FM 

(7) ( A  x)  (x i n  C < - p  set(x) ¿i x sub A d x neq O) 
7 EG (8) (E C) (A  x)  (x i n  C c-)set(x) l& x sub A 8 x neq O) 
8 Th e "ABSTRACTION" Instance:  Set(x) and x sub A and x neq O for  FM 

(9) x i n  (x :   set (x)  ii x sub A 8, x neq O ]  
i f  f 

set (x)  a x sub A 8, x neq O 
9 UG (10)  For a l l  x 

[ x  i n  l x :   se t ( x )  8 x sub A 8, x neq O ]  
i f  f 

set(x)  8, x sub A ¿L x neq O 1 
2,lO impl ies 

VERIFY Using: Th. "ABST-IDENTITY" Instances:  Set(x) and x sub A and x neq 
(11) B i n  (x:   set(x)  x sub A B x neq O) 

O f o r  FM; B sub A and B neq O f o r  FM1 
(12) {x :   se t (x )  & x sub A ¿% x neq O) = {B :  B sub A B neq O)  

11,12 REPLACE 
(13) B i n  I B l :  B 1  sub A g B 1  neq O] 

13,4 REPLACE 
(14) B i n  dom(CH0F) 

Th. "APPLICATION" 
(15) I f  B i n  dom(CH0F) then (CHOF(B) = y < -  > < B,y > i n  CHOF) 

14,15 impl ies 
(16) CHOF(B) = y i f f  < B,y) i n  CHOF 

16 UG (17! ( A  y) (CHOF(B) = y < -  > <B,y> i n  CHOF) 
17 ES Subst l tu te  CHOF(B) for y 

18 TEQ (19) < B,CHOF(B)) i n  CHOF 
19 Th. "CONCRETION" Instance : (E D ,z) (x = < D, z > D sub A B O neq O 8 z 

(18) CHOF(B) = CHOF(B) i f f  <B,CHOF(B)> i n  CHOF 

R - f i r s t  D) for FM 
(20) (B,CHOF(B)) = < D l , z l >  8 D l  sub A & D l  neq O 

8, 
z 1   R - f i r s t  D l  

20 Th. "OPAIR-IDENTITY" 
(21) B = D l  and CHOF(B) = z 1  

Figure 3. Review version of proof of theorem  that if a set can be well-ordered then I t  has 
a choice function. 
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20 SIMP 4 

22 VERIFY  Using:  Of.  "R-FIRST  ELEMENT" 

21,23  TEQ 

(2,24 CP) UG 

1,25 FC 

(22) z1  R-first D1 

(23) z 1  in Dl 

(24) CHOF(B) in B 

(25) ( A  B)  (B sub A 8 B  neq O -> CHOF(B) in B) 

(26) CHOF: { B :  B sub A 8 B neq  O) - }  A 
8 

( A  B) (B sub A 8, B  neq O -> CHOF(B) in B) 
26 Of a "CHOICE  FUNCTION" 

xxx QED xxx 
(27) CHOF  ch-f  unc A 

Figure 3. Continued. 

As can be seen from Figure 4 below, the proof of the theo rem about  a family of sets 

Derive : 
Fchar(  {C:  C sub A 8, chain(C)] 

Abbreviations: 

FC = { C: C sub A B chain(C)] 

VERIFY  Using:  Th.  powerset 

(1 UG)  EG 

2  Th.  membership  Instance : Al sub A and  chain(A1) f or FM 

VERIFY  Using:  Th.  2.2.1,  Th. 2.4.4, Th. 7 .3 .7  

4,3 implies 

5 Th.  nonempty 

SORT (7) Set(fc) 
3 VERIFY 

7 , 8  Of.  family 

(1) If Al sub A g chain(A1) then Al in  pow(A) 

(2) (E B) ( A  Al) ( A l  sub A d chain(A1) -> Al in B) 

(3) ( A  x)  (x in fc < -> set(x) 8 x sub A 8  chain(x)) 

. (4) Set(0)  and O sub A and  chain(0) 

(5) 0 in fc 

(6) FC NEQ O 

(8) (A x)  (x in fc - >  set(x)) 
( 9 )  Fadfc) 

WP (10) D in fc 

Figure 4. Beutezu verszon o j  proof of theorem that the famzly of subsets of n gruel1 set V M ~  
are  chazns zs of j m t e  character. 
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Th. 4,3.8 

27,28,17 implies 

29,3 implies 

VERIFY  Using:  Th.  pair 

(30 RC)  Of.  chain 

(28) Finite( ( E l , E 2 ]  ) 

(29)  {El ,E2] in  fc 

(30) Set( (El,E23 ) and [El,E23 sub A and  chain( (El,E23 ) 

(31) E l  in {El,E23 and E2 in (El,E2] 

(32) Farn( {El,E2] ) 
& 

for  all B,C 
B in {E l ,E2]  8 C in {E l ,E2]  -) B sub C V C sub B 

31,  (32 RC) implies 

(26,33 CP)  UG 

25,34 Df.  chain 

23,35,3 implies 

17,36 CP 

(33) E l  sub E2 or E2 sub E l  

(34) (A E1,E2) ( E l  in B & E2 in B -> E l  sub E2 V E2 sub E l )  

(35) Chain(B) 

(36) B in  fc 

(37) If (A D) (f  inite(D) & D sub B - >  D in  fc)  then B in fc 
16,37 TAUTOLOGY 

(38) B in fc iff (A D) (finite(0) il D sub B -> D in  fc) 
VERIFY (39) (A 0) (finite(D) 8 D sub B -) D in  fc) 

(A C)  (C sub B 8 finite(C) - >  C in  fc) 
if f 

38,39 TAUTOLOGY 
(40) B in fc iff (A C)  (C sub B 8 finite(C) -> C in  fc) 

40 UG (41) ( A  B) (B  in fc < - >  (A C)  (C sub B & finite(C) -> C in fc)) 
Of.  finite  character 

(42) Fchar(fc) 
if f 

8 
fc  neq 0 fam(fc) 

(A B) (B  in fcc->(A C)  (C sub B& finite(C) -) C in fc)) 
6,9,41,42 TAUTOLOGY 

x x x  QED x x x  
10,3 Implies 

(43) Fchar(fc) 

(11) Set(B)  and B sub A and  chain(B) 
WP (12) Finite(D)  and D sub B 
11,12 VERIFY  Using:  Th. 2.4.2, Th. 7.3.8 

13,3 implies 

(12,14 CP)  UG 

(13) D sub A and  chain(0) 

(14) D in fc 

(15) (A D)  (finite(0) k D sub B - >  D in  fc) 

(16) If B in  fc  then (A D) (finlte(0) ¿? D sub B - >  D in  fc) 
10,15 CP 

WP (17) ( A  D) (finite(0) ¿i D sub B -> D in  fc) 
WP (18) x in B 
18 VERIFY  Using:  Th. 4.3.2, Th. singleton, Of. subset 

(19) Finite( x 3 ) and [ x ]  sub B 
Flgare 4 .  Contznued. 
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b9,17 implies 

20,3 implies 

21  VERIFY Using: Of. subset Th. singleton 

((18,22 CP) UG) Of. subset 

21  VERIFY Using: Of. chain, Th. singleton, Of. family 

((18,24 CP) UG)  Of. family 

WP (26) E l  in B and E2 in B 

(20) { x ]  in fc 

(21) Set(   [x ]  ) and { x ]  sub A and chain( 1 x 3  ) 

(22) x in A 

(23) B sub A 

(24) Set(x) 

(25) Fam(B) 

26 VERIFY Using: Of. subset, Th. pair 
(27) (E l ,E2 ]  sub B 

For the 1000 proofs of t,he 70 some  theorems mentioned  earlier, we studied  the ire- 
quency of use of different  inference  rules  and  found that to a surprising  degree the usage 
follows a  geometric distribution.  There were a total of 17,509 uses of inferences  rules in the 
1000 proofs. I summarize  in 'M~lt;  3 the observed  frequency and  the  estimated frequency 
for the geometric distribution ol  the five most frequent  rules.  (Note  that we estinlate one 
parameter only in  fitting  the  geometric  distribution to  the data.  The  data were fit to a 
total of 39 distinct  inference rules. tlte  tail  end of which  represented  rules that were ven' 
infrequently used.) The five frequent rules given in  Table 3 are nearly se€f explanatory. 
The most frequent, as already  indicated, was calling a prior  theorem. The second was lor 
the completion of a conditional pro:f. Ordinarily this involved introducing as a hypothesis 
the hypothesis of the  theorem. '¡'he third was calling  a prior definition. In axionmtic sct 

theory especially, the clevelopment, of a rich sequence of definitions is important I)eca?usch 
we begin only with the sirlgl(s pnnut,l\-e of set membership. ASSUME is the  co~nn~allcl for 
introducing an  assulnption i t 1  d proof. It is also labelled WP as mentioned above. 

We also studied the secluen~,~al stlucture of the 17,000 uses of inference  rules. 'rhc 
first question was whether w e  could ftud determmate  patterns of inference. The a n s w r  
was negative. The seconcl qucstlo~l \\ras whether there was a strong  probabilistic t.ellclcnc\- 
for one particular  inference lule to follow another.  What we found was again a negative 
answer. The only p r o h a b i l ~ t ~  o1 an!- importance was the probability of .L!<) t l l c l t  t l w  
first use of a. rule would be f he introduction of a hypothesis.  After that no  conditioJla1 
probability exceeded .20, which \vas t h  probability that  the construction of an implication 
by conditional proof woulcl l ~ c  l'oilowecl by the  application of universal  generalization o f  011 
individual variable. IntercstinSlv elwttgh, in the case of the use of the resolution tlleormn 
prover, the most pro1)a7.1)le successor to I'ERIFY was a second  application of 1~1SRlFY 
itself. But  this probabilit,r \Y<\S only .16. We take  this  absence of any  striking  detelmnClte 
or probabilistic patterns of inference in the proofs as indication of how difficult is the 
cognitive theory of proof constnIct,ion. General schemes of inference will not in themselves 
be effective. It is clear that  the cletails of the contest of an individual proof will do~rlmdte 



Table 3. Frequency of Use of Inference Rules 

Rule Observations Geometric 
Distribution 

Theorem 2,797 2,131 

Definition 1,496 1,644 
Assume 1,178 1,444 
Verify 1,092 1,26S 

CP 1,51S 1,8i 2 

the selection of the  appropriate  particular  rule of inference at a given step  in  a proof. The 
kind of complexity indicated by these  results is reflected in  the absence of any serious 
cognitive literature on construction of proofs by students,  and in the banality of the 
general advice given to students  about the construction of proofs. In fact the obvious 
banality of what is usually  said is why it is  not stressed in most textbooks. Detailed, 
workable advice on how to construct proofs is a complex and  subtle, and as yet mainly 
unstudied,  subject. 

As the figures show to a  certain  extent, we have emphaslzed the use of English rather 
than formal symbolic notation wherever possible. Future versions  could take  this direction 
a good deal further. 

The main weaknesses of the course can  probably be anticipated  rather easily. The 
system is often too slow and  too awkward. The student has a. good intuitive  understanding 
of what he or she  wants to do, but finds it awkward to acconlplish it quickly and easily 
within the system of inference provided in the conlpltser program. Certainly the inference 
machinery available is not rich enough to support  the  nest course in set theory, that is, a 
course beyond the  introductory axiomatic course. It 1s not clear we shall have interactive 
theorem proving environments for courses at  the  nest level at any time  in the near  future. 
Finally, the advice given to  students  about proofs is not sophisticated enough or in many 
cases, pointed enough. The problem here is really one of considerable difficulty. What 
one would like is to have the program  extend  in a, “natural” way the proof begun by the 
student.  It is obviously a trivial  matter  to coerce the  student  into some canonical proof 
and some tutorial  systems do exactly  this. What is  most desirable is that  the program is 
intelligent enough to analyze the  initial segment of proof glr-en by the student  and use it 
to the largest estent possible in giving help on completing the proof. Such an analysis, on 
the  other  hand, is known to be  difficult  and again it is not clear we will really have any 
deep results  in  this  direction  in the near  future. In the  meant~me the advice given is  along 
the lines of traditional pedagogical wisdom:  why don’t you try this previous theorem to 
provide the concepts you need in  the proof, can you make effective  use of definition so and 
so, and so forth.  In  such cases it is easy to label critical itenw that  the  student might use. 
In one version also we have  introduced  a goal and sub-goal struct,ure and this  too can be 
of help to  students. Even if it does not  have the rich properties we would ultimately like 
along the lines just discussed. 

DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CrZLCULUS 

For the  past several years our main  project  has been the development of a computer- 
based course in differential and  integral calculus suitable for use in American high schools. 
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A common feature  in American high schools that offer strong  academic programs is to have 
what is called an  advanced-placement calculus course. The phrase “advanced placement” 
means that  the  student is being given a course that will prepare  him or her to  take a 
standard  national  examination. Successful results  on this  examination will lead to  the 
student receiving advanced  placement in mathematics on entrance to a university or 
college. About 600,000 students a  year  take  some  sort of calculus in high school in the 
United  States.  About an order of magnitude less, namely about 60,000 students,  actually 
take  the advanced-placement  examination annually. This means that a large number 
of the calculus courses offered in high school are  not sufficiently serious to prepare the 
student properly for the advanced-placement  examination. Secondly, there  are more than 
20,000 high schools in the United  States. Far less than 25% of these offer any student at 
all for the advanced-placement  examination  each  year. This means that by far the  vast‘ 
majority of high schools are  not able to offer a calculus course at  the advanced-placement 
level. Basically, there  are two reasons for not offering the advanced-placement calculus 
course: 

1. There  are  too few students; 

2. There is no qualified teacher. 

It is important to emphasize that in many schools ,there is an experienced and quali- 
fied teacher but  only three or four students  prepared and  interested in taking advanced- 
placement calculus. Under  current budget practices in most  public high schools in the 
United  States,  it would not  be possible to offer a  regular class meeting every day to these 
three or four students.  The practices  as to what is the  minimum enrollment  to offer such 
a course will vary, but  it is certainly common that when the enrollment is under ten,  it is 
not possible to offer the course. It is also unfortunately the fact  that a large number of 
high schools do not  have  a  teacher  prepared to offer calculus at  the advanced placement 
level. It should be  apparent therefore what the  main focus of our project is. It is to  test 
experimentally the  practical possibilities of teaching  calculus  as  a computer-based course 
where neither  a  large  number of students nor a qualified teacher  are necessary for the 
teaching to  take  place. It is to be emphasized that  the project is experimental. Many 
persons experienced in  teaching secondary school in  the  United  States  are skeptical that 
a course of the complexity and length of the calculus can be offered by essentially technol- 
ogy alone in schools that do not have a qualified teacher. Our confidence in undertaking 
the project has been that  there is at least a  reasonable  chance of coming to  understand 
how to offer such a  course, based on our extensive  experience  in the teaching of logic 
and  set theory at Stanford.  Admittedly,  the  situation is very different in the university 
than in the high schools. I should also mention that we are also testing and using the 
calculus course experimentally at Stanford, even though  our  real focus is on the teaching 
of students who are  preparing  to  enter  the university. 

As part of modern  symbolic  computation  programs, there  are extensive computer 
possibilities for calculating  derivatives and solving integrals,  as well ?s doing algebraic 
problems. I want to embhasize, however, that our objective is not simply to use such 
symbolic computation  programs as problem-solving tools, but  to embody in the computer 
program the  entire pedagogical presentation of a standard calculus course. 

We have, of course, the  standard problem of presenting the exposition of calculus 
concepts and techniques.  In  this brief report I shall  concentrate on the  parts  that are 
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most directly oriented toward creating the framework within which students do exercises 
which are evaluated by the program. It is this aspect of the course that  at  the present 
time makes the greatest use of methods of artificial intelligence-as in the previous two 
courses, the methods  are all under what I earlier called (‘hard” rather  than ((soft” artificial 
intelligence. 

First, based on our  extensive experience with inference machinery and theorem prov- 
ing in  the logic and  set  theory courses, we concentrated  on developing an appropriate 
mathematical inference system for the elementary calculus. We recognized at once that 
it would be a  mistake to do this from scratch, that is, by simply extending our earlier 
work in logic and  set theory. At the beginning of the project we decided to use one of 
the  standard symbolic computation programs as a  “computational engine” in our system 
Of mathematical inference. For a variety of reasons, we ended up choosing REDUCE. 
One of our  main problems has been to write the  appropriate interfaces to REDUCE. For 
REDUCE, like other symbolic computation programs, is not organized as a  system within 
which the user can construct  mathematical derivations. Also, on the other  hand, we did 
not go so far as to produce  a full theorem prover  for the calculus, for we thought that 
the real problems were equational derivations and for this we have implemented a system 
called EQD which  uses REDUCE extensively. We have done some work  on theorem prov- 
ing (see for example, Suppes and Takahashi, 1989) but  it is our definite opinion that any 
emphasis on actual  theorem proving in the first course on calculus would be a pedagogical 
mistake. Rigorous and explicit proofs of the  fundamental  theorems of the calculus should 
be  encountered  in  a  later course in the  student’s  mathematical experience. 

The second main  aspect that also needs to be stressed is the extensive use of high 
resolution interactive  computer graphics for both  mathematical exposition and use by the 
student in problem solving. The graphics are  an  integral  part of the course and  are  a 
subject for separate discussion. I shall not describe the extensive work  we have  done  on 
graphics here, but  concentrate on EQD and the problems of providing an appropriate 
inference framework for students. (Detailed descriptions of the work  on graphics are to 
be found in the various reports of the project listed in the references.) 

In constructing  EQD, it has  been our intention that  the system be as faithful as 
possible to  the usual calculus notation  but  with a language restricted mainly to equations, 
because inferences about  equations  dommate by €ar the exercises given students in this 
course. In a broad sense, therefore, the work on EQD has been an exercise in what we 
might call descriptive logic. Instead of translating the  standard mathematical notation 
of the calculus into  an artificial logical language with nice logical properties, we have 
tried  to reproduce as faithfully as we can the usual calculus equations,  but  underneath 
this  notation we have provided an explicit analysis and  a formal system that justifies the 
intuitive  system  presented  to  the  students., 

A natural tension is produced by the need to make the system of equational derivations 
sound  and yet retain the usual notation. The reason  is that without restrictions it is  easy 
to derive  contradictions if  we just  treat  the intuitive  notation  in  a  literal formal way. 
For example,  in the ordinary algebraic situakion if  we have an equation t = s, we can 
deduce  without any complications u + t = u -t- s. In the calculus, on the other hand, we 
have to be much more careful. For example, we cannot always deduce dt/dx = ds/dx 
from t = s. For instance, if  we assume x = 1, and we deduce dx/dx = dl/dx, we 
obtain  the contradiction 1=0. A somewhat more complicated situation with the same 
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contradictory  result is the following. Suppose that we define f(.) = x’ and g(x) = &, 
but we assume that f( x) = g(z). We cannot  deduce that f ’ ( x )  = g’(x), because we would 
get a contradiction. The reason for this contradiction is that f(.) = g ( s )  is true only at 
Q and 1, and  not  in any  open  interval. 

As these and  other examples  indicate, we have to determine for which equations t = s 
we can  deduce its derivatives  are  equal. The solution  is simple in principle, although its 
implementation is somewhat more complicated. For the derivatives with  respect to x to 
be equal, the  equation t = s has to be true not just  at z, but  in  an open neighborhood of 
x, that is, an  open  interval containing z. Similar problems arise with  limits, differentials, 
indefinite  integrals, and definite  integrals. The kind of difficulty just discussed is often 
remarked upon  in  the more rigorous calculus texts  but one that is  less remarked  on is that 
in  general, the derivative of a term  cannot  be obtained recursively from the derivatives 
of its  subterms,  and, also, that  the differentiability of a  term does not depend recursively 
on the differentiability of its subterms.  Here is a simple example to  illustrate  this. When 
we define the  function f(.) = - f l ,  for all x, we should be  able to derive that 
f ’ (  z) = O, for  all x. We can easily see that we cannot  obtain f’( O) = O, by employing the 
usual  rules  for  derivatives, i.e., the rule for differentiating a sum and the chain rule for 
instance,  since the derivative of f l  does not  exist at x = O. The  other calculus operators, 
limits  and  integrals for instance,  behave  similarly in this respect to  the derivative.  This 
is perhaps the most  salient  deviation of ordinary calculus notation  from the recursiveness 
of the  standard  semantics of terms  in logic. 

Another  kind of problem  encountered  in the use of REDUCE or other symbolic com- 
putation  programs, is that when we consider a function such as g(x) = d m  then g is 
treated formally as a real-valued function for all x. The symbolic computation  program 
does nothing  about  and says  nothing  about the needed restrictions on the function g ( x )  
to be real  valued. More extensive discussion of the kind of examples just given and  the 
problems they  create for a sound formal  system of inference are  to  be found in Chuaqui 
and  Suppes (1989). 

Obviously, none of the problems I have mentioned are  insurmountable.  But  they can 
be  troublesome  in developing a system that is both sound and retains the usual intuitive 
notation. 

Sample derzvations. We are  just in the process of running the first students  through 
the  differatid calculus so I will not try  to report on the course in any detail,  hut I will 
present a couple of typical EQD derivations produced within the current version of the 
system. In the following derivations the  student  input is underlined.  Everything else  is 
produced by EQD. Ia general we have made a focused effort to minimize the  actual  input 
required of the  student.  In each case the “cleaned-up” review format is  also shown, as 
well as the  derivation using the command DMAGIC which lllakes full use of REDUCE. 

1. Find the derivative of the function f(.) = x3 - z cos z. 

(a) Derivatzon using just the basic rules. 
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Derivat ion Comment s 

1. f(.) = x3 - z cos x 
calc> 1 DIFF x 
** Differentiating both sides of step 1 with  respect to X EQD generated comment 

2. ?(x) = &(z3 - x cos z) 

calc> 2 DLC 2 

** Step 2 modified in place 

2. f’(z) = $z3 - &(z cos z) 

calc> 2 DPOLY 2 

** Step 2 modified in  place 

2. ?(z) = 3z2 - -&cosz) ¿ 

cale> 2 DPRO 2 

** Step 2 modified in place 

2. ?(x) = 3x2 - cos z - xz cos z d 

calc> 2 DCOS 2 

** Step 2 modified in place 

2. Y(.) = 3z2 - cosz + zs inz  

calc> REVIEW 

f ( z )  = x3 - z cos z 

f’(z) = - 3 . 3  - zcosz)  

- - $z3 - $(z cos x) 

= 3x2 - $(z cos z) 

= 3x2 - cos5 - X ~ C O S X  d 

= 3x2 - cosz + zs inz  

DEFINITION 

DIFF of 1 

Apply DLC 

Apply DPOLY 

Apply DPRO 

Apply DCOS 

EQD generated comment 

(b) The same  problem  done  with  ‘the  command DMAGIC which  makes full use of RE- 
DUCE 

Derivation Conlments 

1. f(.) = x3 - z cos x 

calc> l DMAGIC x Uszng REDUCE to Differentiate 

** By REDUCE differentiating  and simplifying EQD Generated h4essage 

2. f ’ ( x )  = 3z2 + z s i n z  - cosz 

calc> REVIEW 
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Reviewing  the  derivation.. . 
f(.) = x3 - xcosx DEFINITION 

f'(z) = 32' + x sin x - cos x Apply DMAGI@ 

2. The following problem  illustrates  an involved calculation to find the derivative of 
a function. The  student  input is undellined.  Find the derivative of the function 
h(x) = Jc-je 

(a.) Derivation  using  just  the basic rules. 

Derivation Comments 

1. h(.) z dc0s(z2 - a2) provided that cos(u2 - x 2 )  >, O. 
calc> l DlFF x 

** Differentiating  both sides with respect to x EQD generated message 

2. hyx) = 

3. hyz)  = &/ü.$cos(c2 - 2 )  

4. h'(a) = &fi.-& d cosv&(x2 - c t 2 )  

calc> 2 DCHAIN 2 Q 2 l 1 

calc> 3 DCHAIN 3 C3 2 2 1 1 

calc> 4 DPOLY 4 
** Step 4 modified in  place. 

Let u = cos(x2 - a2)  

Let v = x2 - a2 

EQD generated message 

EQD generated message 

4. h'(x) = & / Z * &  COS u-22 

calc> 4 DCOS 3 

** Step 4 modified in  place. 

4. h'(x) = &/G - s i n v . 2 ~  

calc> 4 DROOT 2 

** Step 4 modified ìn  place. EQD generated message 
4. h'(s) = - $y  provided that cos (u  - x )  > O ,  u # O 

5. / q x )  = -2zs;nu2-a') 

calc> 4 ELIM v Substitute back fov u 

calc> 5 ELIM u Substitute back for u 
6. h / ( z )  - - -+l -zsin $-a2 provided that  cos(a2 - x2) > O. 

cos(z2-u2) 

calc> REVIEW 
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Reviewing the derivation.. ~ 

h ( z )  = J- provided that cos(a’ - X’) 2 O. DEFINITION 

h’(x) = -&J-- DIFF of 1 

= -&fi.-& cos(x2 - a’) Apply DCHAIN 
with u = cos(z2 - a’) 

= $./;I.$ cos ..$(x’ - 2 )  -Apply DCHAIN 

= &fi-$ cos v.2z Apply DPOLY 

with v = x2 - a2 

= &/Z(- sin v)2z Apply DCOS 
- - sinv-2x - -  ‘fi 
= -‘x s :s2-a2)  

provided that cos(a2 - x2) > O, u $: O. Apply DROOT 

Eliminating  v 

= provided that cos(a2 - X’) > O. Eliminating u -xsin  x2-a2 
cos(x2-u2) 

(b) The same problem done with DMAGIC. 

Derivation Comments 

1. h ( z )  = Jc- provided that cos(a2 - x2) 2 O. 

calc> 1 DMAGIC x Differentiatang with REDUCE 
** By REDUCE differentiating  and simplifying. 

2. h‘(z) = provided that cos(a2 - x2) > O. 

calc> REVIEW 

Reviewing the  derivation.. . 
h(z) = 4- provided that cos(n’ - X’) 2 O. DEFINITION. 

h’(s) = ph- --z sln z2 -a2 ) provided that cos(a2 - X’) > O.  Apply DMAGIC 
cos($-a2) 
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